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Summary 
Research 
Findings

• Participants already familiar with federated access (63%), typically 
authenticating through their university website are successful in 
completing the given task, i.e., identifying the “Access Through Your 
Institution” button as the means for accessing the full text..

• Participants unfamiliar with current federated access models either 
took longer (11%), over 60 sec as compared to an average of 23 sec or 
failed (25%) to select the “Access through your institution” button. 
Several in this group didn’t look for the button, and their initial 
reaction is “I can’t access through my institution because I am not at 
my institution.”

• For all participants, the location of the “Access through your 
institution” is the most important factor for recognition.

– When the “Access through your institution” is located above the fold 
and (1) on the top right of the page or (2) between the title of the article 
and the abstract, participants are able to easily and quickly spot it and 
both placements have similar effectiveness. However, below the fold is 
significantly less effective, and a layered approach is not preferred by  
participants.

• If the “PDF” link/icon is visible, participants click that first and expect 
to download the PDF or redirected to a paywall or login if they don’t 
have access.



Understanding the effectiveness of 
placement, grouping 

and hierarchy 
on access options

A Case study
Access ACS Publications full text article when off –campus or off-company network 



Key Insights
In the absence of :

• Placing primary access option above the fold (visible 
without scrolling)

• Grouping all the access options together

• Presenting choices in hierarchical order

The A/B testing revealed:

• Participants were much more likely to fail (4x) when 
access options are equivalent and compete with each 
other.

• Participants took more than 20 seconds longer when 
the “Access through your institution” is below the fold 
and separated from other access options.

• The probability of success is enhanced by introducing a 
familiar keyword in the title of the access options 
grouping (e.g., Get PDF).

for placement, grouping and hierarchy



Research 
Methodology

UserTesting recruited 34 total participants (12 for Version A and 
11 for Version B and 11 for Version C designs) ages 20-51. 
Participants were 44% male : 56% female from Academic 
(85%), Commercial (5.9%), Research Institute (5.9%), Physician 
at Academic Institution (2.9%).

Participants reported conducting literature search 
off-campus/off-company network at least once a week (53%), 
once a month (29%) or daily (18%).

Participants were given a scenario where they came across an 
interesting article and want to get full text. They know that their 
school/company pays for it but they are 
off-campus/off-company network. They were asked where on 
the design page would they click? Participants were told that 
only their first click on the image will be collected.

Participants verbalized their thoughts as they were completing 
the task. This was captured in recordings on UserTesting. Their 
answer to an explicit question on why they made the selection 
was also collected.

The task time for each participant from seeing the design page 
to their first click was recorded. A heatmap of where the 
participants clicked for each design was also generated. Both a 
feature on Chalkmark, the tool we used for testing.

Objective

The purpose of this study is 
to validate RA21 
recommended practice and 
to better understand the 
impact of the (1) 
placement, (2) grouping 
and (3) hierarchy of access 
options on users’ ability to 
successfully and quickly 
identify the correct access 
option when they are 
off-campus or off-company 
network.

Methodology

The study was unmoderated 
and conducted using an A/B 
testing methodology. Users 
were presented with one of 
two versions of a design. An A 
version where access options’ 
placement, grouping and 
hierarchy were not accounted 
for in the design, or a B 
version where these three 
factors were accounted for in 
the design per RA21 
recommended practice. 



Version A Version B
(recommendation) 
All access options 
were above the 
fold, grouped and 
organized in 
hierarchical order 
with primary 
access option 
(RA21) as a button.

(as-is) Original 
publisher design 
was preserved. 
Only change was 
the replacement of 
institutional access 
option with RA21 
button.

visible on screen

visible on screen



Version C

Like Version B, 
except “Access this 
article” is replaced 
with “Get PDF”

visible on screen



Version A 
Heatmap

• 66% of the participants completed the task 
correctly.

• Observations/statements from the recording:

– Few of the participants that failed did not scroll down, 
they focused on the elements on the top block. When 
they did scroll, it was quick and glossed over the RA21 
access option and scrolled right back up.

– The “your current credentials do not allow retrieval of 
the full text” was confusing to few participants. One 
thought they have to become ACS Member in order 
to get full text.

n = 12

I clicked "read online" because then I would be able to 
see what my options were for reading off network 

(ex: logging in) -commercial organization participant

Quite often the online version of the article is 
available for a public domain. The pdf version is 

usually a paid one.  -academic participant

It would download completely as a PDF document in 
my device. -research institute participant

I was trying to access the material without emailing 
the author of the research. –academic participant

I made the selection based on the fact that I'm taking for 
granted that my institution is registered and recognized 

by the publisher of that paper. –academic participant

"I would put the login through your institution maybe on 
the top. If I don't even see it on the top I wouldn't scroll 

down and look for it. I'll just like, 'ok, I'll do it later' when I 
am on campus.  But if I see that button on the top, 

maybe next to the PDF or somewhere more visible. I will 
do it from the beginning. It's just easier to find it and to 

do it.“ –academic participant

"I had to browse a little bit on the website, but it wasn't as 
hard. However, I am taking for granted that my 

institution is registered on the publisher's website. Which 
is not always true... actually, it happens very few times 
that I can login by using my institution. I would say that 
90% of the times, I have to login first using the proxy of 
my university. But it would be very nice if the publisher 

can recognize my institutions so I can login even without 
using a proxy.“ –academic participant
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Version B 
Heatmap

• 73% of the participants completed the task 
correctly.

• Observations/statements  from the 
recording:

– Participants relied on what is  already familiar, 
and those that selected other options didn’t 
seem to recognize, or are familiar with 
federated access.

– “I would have to say it has to do with research 
habits. Once the person is used to doing that, 
you get into it, maybe it's bad because you are 
doing it subconsciously but at the same time it 
helps you save some time.”

n = 11

Purchase: Because I'm off campus and I can't have access 
to the book by logging in through my institution website. 
And it looked like it was the only place it was relevant.. 
-academic participant from France

Export: I usually would try to share it to my google 
drive or email, but since this is an article, and 
probably with multiple pages, I will want to export. 
It makes more sense that way. –academic 
participant from US

Publications: She does not explain why she chose what 
she did but did say that she will first go to “Publications”. 
-academic participant from Saudi Arabia

Usually there's a link that says "full text" I don't see that link but I do 
see that I can access the article through my institution, so I would 
click that.-academic participant

“I don't know that you could make it even more obvious to click. 
It's in a good spot and it's conspicuously marked. There's nothing 
more you could do to improve that.” –academic participant



Version C 
Heatmap

• 91% of the participants completed the task 
correctly.

• Observations/statements  from the recording:

– The participant that clicked on the article title said, 
“but I am already off so I wouldn’t do that” with 
regards to the Access through your institution 
button. But very interestingly followed the 
hierarchy of access options and concluded that he 
can only buy a subscription or buy the article.

– One participant said she would typically select 
“Share” and send to her email, or if she had the 
credentials to login with her institution, then she 
would click on the “Access through your 
institution”.

n = 11

This button highly resembles the button/panel that many 
research sites (such as NIH) have that link the user to a 

destination where they can get a free version of the 
article through their institution. -academic participant

After scanning the page, that is the link that looks 
the most promising to see the article because I am 

on my own network. I do not have a personal 
subscription.  -commercial organization 

participant

It was right next to text talking about access, and it 
mentioned my institution, which has a subscription to get 

me the full text. -academic participant

It seems that the button redirects you to where you 
could enter a network and emulate Institutional Access.

-academic participant

“This button you provided is extremely 
intuitive. For some reason, I wanted to look for 
it on the right hand side of the screen, maybe 

on the top right corner. But where you placed it 
was still within my immediate view when I open 

the window and it's a large button that was 
differently colored so that was well designed. 
So good job on that.” -academic participant

“it was a very quick task... very very clear. It was 
the first thing that I saw so it was very easy, very 

straightforward.” –academic participant



Task Time
• The median time taken to complete this task 

successfully was more than 20 seconds longer for 
Version A relative to Versions B and C. 

• The extra time it took for users to verbalize their 
thoughts were accounted for by comparing their 
relative values.

• A Version A participant that quickly makes the 
connection, (i.e., I am off-campus therefore 
access through my institution) and successfully 
completes the task while verbalizing their 
thoughts took 25 seconds.

• A Version C participant that quickly makes the 
connection and successfully completes the task 
while verbalizing their thoughts took 
11 seconds.

• A Version C participant that quickly makes the 
connection and successfully completes the task 
while verbalizing their thoughts took 
13 seconds.

Version B 
(recommendation)
All access options were 
above the fold, 
grouped and organized 
in hierarchical order 
with primary access 
option (RA21) as a 
button.

Version A  (as-is)
Original publisher 
design was preserved. 
Only change was the 
replacement of 
institutional access 
option with RA21 
button.

Version C 
(recommendation)
Like Version B, except 
“Access this article” is 
replaced with “Get 
PDF”

* Participant methodically assessed the task and meticulously 
explained his rationale before he clicked on the RA21 access option. 



Quotes

“This is always a tricky thing to do, to be able to get access 
to online journals when you are off campus which I 
commonly do. I am not sure I clicked the right spot to there 
but I wouldn't know the login information for that 
particular journal or through that database, so I would hope 
that through the link that I clicked through that I could be 
able to select my institution and then they could look and 
see and verify that I have access. The other option is 
through VPN.” –academic participant

“We have monthly study groups and they are off campus” 
[need access options like RA21] –academic participant

“Very applicable to me [off-network access option] and 
very glad that people are continuing to work on providing 
these features.” –academic participant

“A number of times in my personal experience, when I click on the 
institutional logins, there are a number of options, I think Shibboleth is one 
where not every institutions is listed there. So although that is the most 
intuitive button on a website typically when I click on it I find that my 
institution is not listed among those with that option. Typically the best 
option for me is login through my institution externally and then go back to 
the article link and just click PDF. But I thought given the scenario there that 
was the button [Access through your institution] that made the most sense.“ 
–academic participant

"What I would do personally, I would copy/paste the title and the author and 
I would go to my university's library portal and get access to the VPN there 
in order to access the article. But I know that I've tried clicking on that page 
before, on similar websites, that part that says 'log in via your institution. 
Most of the time I do not believe that link will work for me since it will allow 
me to login via something like Athens or Shibboleth, but those are not 
subscriptions that my university uses.“ – academic participant

Users do not trust the current federated access options and 
default to what works.  

There is a need for easy off-campus access to 
scholarly information.

Users are unaware of current federated access options and 
default to what works.  

“Okay, I am not at my institution so I can't access it from that [Access Through 
Your Institution button]. ”



Conclusion
The chances of clicking on the wrong access option (when they are not grouped and 
placed in hierarchical order, and not above the fold) could be much higher than the 
study result suggests because: 

(1) the participants in this study are focused on the task of identifying the right link 
for the given scenario. 

(2) They were also deliberate and mindful during the task because they are told 
that we are only collecting their first click; therefore, majority of them carefully 
evaluated all the options before they clicked. 

(3) The task explicitly told the participants that their school or company pays for 
the article; therefore, it was clearer to those that understood and succeeded in 
the task to click on the “Access Through Your Institution” button. 

In real life, the mindset of a researcher is to identify relevant scholarly information 
resources for their research, not thinking about which is the right access option to 
click.  Below are participant statements that support this conclusion:

“Maybe the PDF and I could print it, or I’ll just read it online.”  [then they 
remembered and re-read their task and does not click on “PDF”].

“Normally I’ll want to read online or take the PDF but I know I am not on campus 
today…” [scrolls down to see what else].

“Because I had the information that my institution could pay for it, it was clear that 
pressing that button [Access through your institution] would get them to pay for it.”

“Possibly, it is because of the power of habit. There could be other ways to do it, but 
it is the one I am used to following.”

The rate at which users find “Access Through 
Your Institution” option when the access 
option is placed above the fold, grouped and 
placed in hierarchical order is 20 seconds 
faster than if it was below the fold and 
equivalent.

The probability of success is enhanced by 
using a familiar keyword in the title of the 
access options grouping (e.g., Get PDF).



Participant 
Segmentation

N = 34



Understanding the effectiveness of 
layer placement
on access options

A Case study
Access Mary Ann Liebert full text article when off –campus or off-company network 



Key Insights • Majority of the participants preferred the direct, no layer 
approach to access.

• Time savings is the common reason for choosing either the 
direct or layer approach to access.

• While the layer approach could be an appropriate design 
because it meets users’ expectation (i.e., they click on 
familiar cues like “PDF”, “Download”, or “Full Text”, and if 
they don’t have access then a prompt will ask them to log 
in), users struggled in identifying the correct call-to-action 
because the wording is inconsistent across different 
publishers (e.g., “PDF”, “Download”, “View Article”, “Check 
Access”).

• While the success  is high (88%), the median total task time 
is 48 sec (33 sec for identifying the initial call-to action and 
16 sec for selecting “Access Through Your Institution”). This 
is 25 seconds longer than the average task time for no layer 
approach. 

for layer placement



Research 
Methodology

UserTesting recruited 17 total participants ages 21-37. 
Participants were 59% male : 41% female from Academic (88%), 
Commercial (5.9%), Research Institute (5.9%).

Participants reported conducting literature search 
off-campus/off-company network at least once a week (59%), 
once a month (24%), daily (12%) or at least once a year (5.9%).

Participants were given a scenario where they came across an 
interesting article and want to get full text. They know that their 
school/company pays for it but they are 
off-campus/off-company network. They were asked where on 
the design page would they click? Participants were told that 
only their first click on the image will be collected.

Participants verbalized their thoughts as they were completing 
the task. This was captured in recordings on UserTesting. Their 
answer to an explicit question on why they made the selection 
was also collected.

The task time for each participant from seeing the design page 
to their first click was recorded. A heatmap of where the 
participants clicked for each design was also generated. Both a 
feature on Chalkmark, the tool we used for testing.

Objective

The purpose of this study 
is to validate RA21 
recommended practice 
and to better understand 
the impact of a layered 
placement of access 
options on users’ ability 
to successfully and 
quickly identify the 
correct access option 
when they are 
off-campus or 
off-company network.

Methodology

The study was 

unmoderated. Users 

were presented with a 

design where the access 

options’ placement was 

one click away from the 

abstract page.



Abstract Page Layer Page

Original publisher 
design was 
preserved for the 
Abstract Page. 
Only change was 
made on the Layer 
page with the 
replacement of 
institutional 
access option with 
RA21 button.

21



Results
Abstract Page

• 88% of the participants clicked “View Article”.

• 5.9% of the participant clicked “Share”.

• 5.9% of the participants clicked on the  person icon 
(this was the correct choice).

• A common observation from the recordings: Participants 
paused at the Abstract page because it didn’t quite make sense 
given the scenario that they don’t have access to click on 
“View Article” but they tried it anyway. 

Layer Page

• 100% of the participants clicked “Access Through Your 
Institution”.

Task Time

• Median total task time is 48 sec (33 sec for Article Page 
and 16 sec for Layer Page)

N = 17

Share: 
I was looking for a way to send it to myself via email so I could open it at work later. 

–government organization participant (at least once a year)

88%
5.9%

5.9%

Person icon: 
I assumed I would have to log in to view the paper. This is because I am off-campus. 

–academic participant (at least once a month)

View Article:
• There were no other obvious choice. 
• From experience, the full text option is usually somewhere at the top of the page, 

below the title or on the side.
• A lot of journals allow them to view the article for free without having to login 

through their institution or buy them.
• It will redirect them to a login page if a login was necessary.
• The arrow pointing downward signaled “Download”.



Majority of the 
participants preferred 

the direct, no layer 
approach to access

• The few that chose the layer approach indicated that it's too 
time consuming if everything was on the article page, it would 
be too busy and distracting and users have to search around.

• A misconception for one participant that chose the layer 
approach is that the “Access Through Your Institution” option 
would be available even though they have access to full text 
thus causing them to unnecessarily add their credentials.

“It cuts out a step and it tells me that I automatically have to be logged 
into my school account or have an offline account so that I don’t waste 
time trying to view the article when it only gives me the abstract.”

“It will be quicker because that’s what I look for anyway. Saves me a 
click.”

“I typically look for this and sometimes pages have this straight away, 
however a tab or button would be useful and efficient as they can often 
be tricky to find.”

“Many people access these papers via their institutions, and would prefer 
a more straightforward way to do so that could save a couple clicks.”

“Say you are a new student and you didn't know that you could login 
through your institution on that website. It will help them recognize that 
they have that option to access full text, oh I can do that!”

“It encourages you to know you can access the article as you have an 
institution to log in to. Also some people will be looking for that option 
immediately and it makes it easier to find.”

8/10 participants preferred the “Access Through Your 
Institution” button directly on the article page and not one 
click away. 

A common reasoning for choosing either the direct or 
layer approach is time savings.



Participant 
Segmentation

N = 17

Which of the following best describes you?

How often do you conduct literature search when 
you are off-campus or off-company network?



How color affects users’ 
understanding on 

RA21 calls to action

A Case study
Access Mary Ann Liebert full text article when off –campus or off-company network 



Key Insights The A/B testing revealed that the color of the button 
does not have a significant impact on success.

• Task time for both Versions A and Version B are similar, 
26 sec and 28 sec respectively. 

• Participants that selected access options other than 
“Access Through Your Institution” were either 
unfamiliar with using their institutional credentials to 
gain access to full text when they are outside of their 
institutional network (federated access), or relied on 
what they are familiar doing and did not explore other 
possible options. The color of the button was not stated 
as a factor in the incorrect selection.

Versions A: button is maroon, 
matching the color scheme of the 
abstract page.

Version B: button is blue, a color that 
people are use to for links and it stands 
out.

for button color



Research 
Methodology

UserTesting recruited 21 total participants (10 for Version A design 
and 11 for Version B design) ages 20-51. Participants were 43% 
male : 52% female (5% no response) from Academic (67%), 
Research Institute (10%), Government (5%), No response (19%).

Participants reported conducting literature search 
off-campus/off-company network at least once a week (48%), 
once a month (%24) daily (19%), at least once a year (5%) or 
never/rarely (5%).

Participants were given a scenario where they came across an 
interesting article and want to get full text. They know that their 
school/company pays for it but they are off-campus/off-company 
network. They were asked where on the design page would they 
click? Participants were told that only their first click on the image 
will be collected.

Participants verbalized their thoughts as they were completing the 
task. This was captured in recordings on UserTesting. Their answer 
to an explicit question on why they made the selection was also 
collected.

The task time for each participant from seeing the design page to 
their first click was recorded. A heatmap of where the participants 
clicked for each design was also generated. Both a feature on 
Chalkmark, the tool we used for testing.

Objective

The purpose of this study 
is to validate RA21 
recommended practice 
and to better understand 
the impact of color of 
access options on users’ 
ability to successfully and 
quickly identify the 
correct access option 
when they are 
off-campus or 
off-company network.

Methodology

The study was unmoderated 

and conducted using an A/B 

testing methodology. Users 

were presented with one of 

two versions of a design. An 

A version where access 

option matches the color 

scheme of the design, or a B 

version where the access 

option is blue, a color that 

creates a feeling of trust in N. 

American culture and a color 

people are used to for links 

when WWW first came to be.



Version A Version B
Original publisher 
layer design was 
removed. 

All access options 
available on the 
Abstract page, 
above the fold, 
grouped and 
organized in 
hierarchical order 
with primary 
access option 
(RA21) in maroon, 
matching the color 
scheme of the page 
(Version A) or  in 
blue, a color that 
people are use to 
for links and it 
stands out (Version 
B).



Version A 
Heatmap

• 70% of the participants completed the task 
correctly.

• Observations/statements from the recording:

– Participants that selected other access options were 
unfamiliar with using their institutional credentials to 
gain access to full text when they are outside of their 
institutional network (federated access). 

– One participant did state that he did not see the 
button: “I didn’t see that button, that means it wasn’t 
so obvious. Something to take care of there, guys.” 

n = 10

Title of article: my preference for the initial task where I pressed the header, is because I believe I can get 
more information from the search engines like google. The instructions were not really clear and I could not 
make out the purpose of this test. If I could initially understand the purpose, I would have understood it 
better and thus provide better and relevant feedback. –academic participant from Kenya (daily)

77%

10%

10%

DOI: I clicked the DOI, sometimes in some pages, it redirects you to the PDF download or does it 
automatically –research institute participant from Venezuela (daily)

Save For Later: Because I was off-campus, I knew I wouldn't be able to access the paper, so I clicked "Save 
for Later" so I could go back to it once I was back on campus. –academic participant from US (Never/Rarely)

10%

Access Through Your Institution:
• For all the journal website normally the login section is at the top right portion of the website. If I don't 

have personal account I would look for the institutional login. That's why I directly went to that portion 
and clicked on the institutional login.

• It was the first link I saw due to it being close to the top of the screen, and encapsulated in a large coloured 
box. The text was large and along with the icon next to it, the link was eye catching. The text itself clearly 
listed the link as a means to get access to the article via my institution (which I had been told had paid for 
the journal).

• Anyone who is familiar with researching through the institution probably already knows that they have an 
account from the school that they can use to access the text outside of school. I guess that's a good 
button to put in there.



Version B 
Heatmap

• 82% of the participants completed the task 
correctly.

• Observations/statements  from the recording:

– Similar to Version A, Participants that selected other 
access options were unfamiliar with federated 
access and relied on what they are familiar doing. 
Did not explore other possible options.

– One participant did call out the blue box stating 
that it seems to be universally used.

n = 11

82%

9.1%9.1%

More Options: If you are off the company or institution network, it often times won't allow 
you to view a full articles. Sometime it only allow you to view a very small portion or 
description of it. So most times if you are able to click on 'More Options' it may give you some 
off-network options, or even attempting to click on 'Share' and attempt to email it to yourself. 
Sometimes that will work depending on the particular article or particular site that houses the 
article.. –participant from US (at least once a month)

Save For Later: I thought that access through institution wouldn’t work since I wasn't there. 
–academic participant from Brazil (at least once a month)

Access Through Your Institution:
• It clearly said access via university subscription so with that in mind it was easy and I knew 

where to go!
• because I belong to a school, I would think that this would be how I get the free access.
• I have seen similar articles where I have to use my university credentials to get access to the 

full article.
• For two reasons. First I knew I did not have a account so I would need to access through 

another institution (my university). Second due to the academia sort of symbol that gave it 
away. An extra point out may be the blue box which seems to be universally used.



Task Time
• The median time taken to complete this task 

was similar for both Version A and Version B 

which suggests the color of the button does 

not have a significant impact on recognition. 

• Methodology

• Since the goal for comparing task time is to 
determine whether or not the color of the 
button has an impact, the calculation for 
median only included participants that (1) 
correctly selected the “Access Through Your 
Institution”  button and (2) are familiar with 
federated access. 

• The extra time it took for users to verbalize 
their thoughts were accounted for by 
comparing their relative values.

Version B blue 
button, a color that 
people are used to 
for links and it stands 
out 

Version A  maroon 
button, matching 
the color scheme of 
the page.



Participant 
Segmentation

N = 21

Which of the following best describes you?

How often do you conduct literature search when 
you are off-campus or off-company network?



How color affects users’ 
understanding on RA21 calls to 

action across different 
publishers

A Case study
Access to scholarly information resources: ACS Publications, Wiley, Springer/Nature, Elsevier



Key Insights
for button color 

across different publishers

• The color of the button didn’t matter when participants didn’t know what they 
were looking for.

• None of the participants mentioned the color of the button explicitly when 
evaluating the different articles pages.

• None of the participants have a strong feeling about the color of the button. 
They have stronger feelings about the location of the button and their ability to 
get access 

• All participants did not have trouble recognizing the “Access through your 
institution” as the same functionality when they are different colors.

– The consistency of the words, icon and button was enough threshold for 
recognition.

– Some participants felt it made sense that the color of the button matched the 
design of the page. 

– Some of the participants stated that they are not sure color would mean anything 
but it is easier to find the button with different colors.

• Majority of the participants had trouble finding the call to action when it’s a 
white background and blue text (similar to a link).

• The actions taken by the participants revealed that the location of the “Access 
through your institution” was more important, and that they relied on where 
the button was from the previous task when looking for it in the subsequent 
task.



Research 
Methodology

Objective

The purpose of this study 
is to validate RA21 
recommended practice 
and to better understand 
the impact of color of 
access options across 
different publishers on 
users’ ability to 
successfully and quickly 
identify the correct 
access option when they 
are off-campus or 
off-company network.

Methodology
The study was both moderated and 
unmoderated. Part 1 of the test users 
were presented with a static 
prototype starting with a Google 
search result that included four 
different publishers: ACS 
Publications, Elsevier, 
Springer/Nature and Wiley. The 
“Access through your institution” 
button for each of the publishers was 
a different color that matched the 
design of the abstract page. The 
order of the four publishers were 
randomized for each participants. 
Part 2 of the test users see all four 
different abstract pages side-by-side 
for comparison.

14 participants were recruited for the study, 8 unmoderated 
and 6 moderated. Participants were 79% male : 21% female 
from Academic (79%), Commercial (21%). Geographic 
distribution: 50% U.S., 22% U.K., 7.0% India, 7.0% Lithuania, 
7.0% Germany, 7.0% Spain.

Participants were given a scenario where they imagine they 
are a researcher at the University of Minnesota. They are off 
campus and start their search on Google about biopolymers. 
They got four interesting results where they want to get the 
full text. They were asked where on the design page would 
they click and what they expect to happen. After completing 
all four publisher pages, participants were asked explicitly (1) 
what they thought about “Access through your institution” 
being different colors? (2) If they recognize them as the 
same functionality if they are different colors across different 
articles? And (3) what they thought about the button being 
all the same color as they moved from one journal page to 
the next?

Participants verbalized their thoughts as they were 
completing the task. This was captured in recordings on 
UserTesting (unmoderated) and BlueJeans (moderated). 



Color test across different 
publisher journal pages 

ACS Publications Elsevier Springer/Nature Wiley

visible on screen



Specific findings about each 
publisher’s journal page

ACS Publications Elsevier Springer/Nature Wiley

Majority of the participants struggled (some 5 and some 10 
minutes) with this layout. They tried one of the multiple PDF 
options to the right side of the page first, then scrolls to the 
bottom of the abstract to try the other PDF options. When that 
also didn’t work, they usually scroll back up and sees the “Your 
current credentials do not allow retrieval of the full text.” and 
stops feeling stranded or tries to click on the “i” icon.

Participants that knew what to look for also had trouble because 
they see the PDF options on the top right of the page and 
assumed they have access.

"this one was a bit more difficult for me. Habit tells me to come over 
here and just click on PDF right away. That took a bit of my time. 
Having the button at the bottom of the page too, there's a lot that 
takes up half the page, you have to scroll a bit. Not impossible to 
find, took a bit of time."

The number of actual calls to action was overwhelming for users 
especially for those unfamiliar with federated access.

"I will try to access this if I am in my institution, if not then I need to 
either join ACS or login with my credentials if I do have one."

Majority of the participants tried the “PDF” 
option first.

Majority of the participants disliked how much 
advertising was on the page. 

“this one looks less professional, lots of 
advertising.”

“that took a bit longer to find. I was looking up 
top, where the log in/ register was located. There 
was just more junk on this page, bunch of ads up 
top, the log in is sort of tucked away. The layout 
is more foreign to me.”

Majority of the participants were mislead by 
the login fields.

“this is confusing, it’s not clear which login 
credential it’s asking for. It could be phishing. For 
ACS Publications, it clearly says ACS ID so that is 
okay.”

Participants that evaluated this page first 
had trouble finding the call to action when 
it’s white background and blue text (a 
link). They expressed the following 
reasons: (1) location is very different from 
all the others, (2) not a good contrast, too 
subtle, and (3) no box to indicate it’s 
button.

Participants that evaluated other journal 
pages knew what they were looking for 
but still had a very difficult time finding 
the call to action. 

“It’s kind o f a weird place as you can see, it 
takes a lot of place here sticking this in.”

“it blends into the rest of the page.”

Participants familiar with Elsevier journals 
spotted the call to action right away 
because they recalled where the PDF is 
located when they do have access.

All the participants looked around 
above the fold first, but since there 
weren’t access options available, 
they scrolled to the bottom of the 
page to find the call to action.

One Participants felt that it made 
sense to have the calls to action 
later on in the article vs. at the very 
top like Elsevier.

Majority of the participants like the 
contrast of the button when asked 
about the colors of the button. It 
made the words very easy to read.



Quotes

I think it was more difficult at first because I didn't know exactly what I was 
looking for. As I got further into the task, I had a better understand of what to 
look for and where to find it. Also, the different colors made it easier to find [vs. 
Elsevier, white background, not a button].

“Yes [I recognize the call to action as the same functionality if they are 
different colors]. The initial access was difficult, but after going through it the 
first time I knew what I was looking for and the experience were all the same.”

“I was looking for ‘Access through your institution’ so the color doesn't matter but it 
does help you locate it. What would be ideal is to have the link at the top like Elsevier, 
but that was hard to see, if it was a colored box, e.g., blue, then it'll be easy to find.”

All participants did not have trouble recognizing the “Access 
through your institution” as the same functionality when they are 
different colors.

The color of the button didn’t matter when participants didn’t 
know what they were looking for.

I think it's completely fine [that the call to action is different colors]. I think it makes it 
stand out and it goes with each of the web pages. Elsevier was really hard to find, even 
putting a box around it would make it easier. But I think having the color makes it 
blend with the page better.

‘Probably slightly better actually [that each color is matching the color scheme for 
each site] or just make it fits on the page better and probably make the experience 
slightly better that it matches the general design of the page.”

“Since it's designed like the articles pages, I am not quite sure that the colors would 
mean anything but it is easier to find those buttons with different colors from the 
page than it is in Elsevier page, it is very hard because it just blends in. In other 
pages it is quite easy to catch and easy to see.”

“I do like something that helps it stand out, doesn't matter if it’s the same or different 
colors or if there are even colors. The words help, the icon helps, color helps but what it 
comes down to its just the ability to access it through the university subscription.”

“About the color, it's more about the place it is, the color fits the theme.”

None of the participants had a strong feeling about the color of the 
button. They have stronger feelings about the location of the button 
and their ability to get access.

“Yes. because they all use the same logo and they all use the same word you know 
what to expect when you see it, you know what it's going to let you do.”

“I actually read what the words say I am not too concerned about the color. I would 
say if it was a consistent color, it would make no difference to me across journals 
because I think I would still read what the button is telling me to do.”



Quotes

“It [ACS Publications and Wiley] was confusing since it showed 
PDF link even though I didn’t have access yet. The last two 
templates [Nature and Elsevier] were more intuitive because the 
links didn’t appear until I was signed in.”

“If I have access then clicking on PDF will get me full text. If I don’t 
have access, clicking on PDF will take me to the login page.” 

“In most cases it was the placement of this on the page that drove a lot 
of the behavior. Like this one over here [ACS Publications] it was off 
screen, I had to scroll a little to find it. You don’t see it off the top 
whereas with some of these other articles the link that I needed to click  
was on screen immediately when it open so it was much more 
deliberate to find. But the different colors doesn’t bother me at all.”

Placement of the primary access option very important.

When access options are equivalent, users look for 
access option with the words: “PDF” or “Download”.

“You should have ‘Access through your institution’ first before the 
‘PDF’. Or just have the PDF icon and add a pop up telling you 
what to do. If you have that, it’s not important to have the 
different colors, different locations. If there’s no PDF option, I 
don’t know how to download it.” 

participant starts to look for the word “Download” and reveals all the 
inconsistencies across publishers and the numerous terminology and 
options available for access options.

“Something that’s not being mentioned is placement. The ACS 
Publications page I would move that up to the top right of the page, so 
instead of having article options which I am not sure they allow you full 
access to the article, I would put the access there. Because that’s the 
main reason why people are going to click on these links because they 
want to open the full article. Same for Springer/Nature, put on top right 
because I think placement is just as important as color and text.”



Other User Research



Understanding how people 
navigate to full text/context 



Key 
Findings 
(consistent 
with other 

studies)

• Too many options for accessing article can be overwhelming
• Differences between access options are not always clear
• Purchase PDF, Export, Download has ambiguity (free? paid?) 
• Options spread out on the page make the task harder
• Ability to get an article for free is a key factor in decision making for 

the users
• Secondary options (Download - related articles) with the same 

presentation as primary option (Download - main article) can lead to 
mistakes

• User don't always scroll down to see access options
• Users notice consistency of call to action

• Most users understood and explained what would happen when they 
click institutional access control

• Article access options grouped together, hierarchically arranged, and 
visible provide better experience



Methodology

The study was unmoderated 
and conducted using an A/B 
testing methodology. Users 
were presented with one of 
three versions of  cue text. 
Cue text was repeated for 
three providers

Research 
Methodology

UserTesting recruited 18 total participants (6 for Version A and 6 
for Version B and 6 for Version C designs). All users have 
experience doing literature research.

Participants were given a scenario where they came across an 
interesting article and want to get full text. They were asked 
where on the design page would they click. Participants had to 
repeat this task for three different providers (ProQuest, ACS, 
Elsevier).

Participants verbalized their thoughts as they were completing 
the task. This was captured in recordings on UserTesting. Their 
answer to an explicit question on why they made the selection 
was also collected.

Participants were asked to rank ease of use of each task and 
explain their ranking.

Participants verbalized their thoughts as they were completing 
the task. This was captured in recordings on UserTesting. Their 
answer to an explicit question on why they made the selection 
was also collected.

Objective

The purpose of this study is 
to test effectiveness of cue 
text and different layouts



Quotes
Free access is a key factor in decision making

I'll scroll through to see what's available, I would "Log in through..." then I 
would look at clicking Export, then if I don't have access through 
institution I would click purchase…”

“ see that I can purchase it, but I wouldn't want to do that if I didn't have 
to, so I would either click export or see if I could log in through my 
institution. “

Purchase, PDF, Export, Download has ambiguity of free or 
paid

“Notice Log in... also there are view... options. I don't know why there is 
purchasing if there is a pdf. Also there are options on the right. I would 
click pdf or pdf with links. Not sure what Log in section is for if I can read 
anything I want. A little confusing because there is no payment 
information by "view...."

“Again, there is a "purchase" link, but there are also PDF, HTML, etc, links 
above it that don't indicate any price. So I'm not sure what the purchase 
feature is for if it seems I can download the PDF for free. “

Too many access option are confusing

“I didn't like the fact that there were actually 4 different 
purchase/export places that I could go to get the article; 
it felt unnecessary that there were so many options, and 
so many purchase buttons; it was a little overwhelming.  
“ 

“Now articles option, here i would just click on PDF to 
see if I can just download it that way. The confusing part 
is there is also Log in through your institution if there I 
can just get with with PDF  “



Quotes (1 of 2)
Article access options grouped together, hierarchically 
arranged, and visible provide better experience

“All the available options to avail the pdf copy of the article were very 
clear to me.Immediately is says "Access through.. it gives me a clear way 
how to get the entire article. If I am at the Uni I would click here. Expect 
that it would take me to the page where I need to login, I don't need to 
open a separate tab and login. Otherwise I would use other options”

“The button to purchase the article was clearly located on the right hand 
side and the steps were clearly mentioned that I'd need to follow in order 
to gain access to this article.  “

“I didn't have any issues at all with this, as there is only really one main 
option to download the article (by clicking the big blue 'log in through 
your institution' button). Also I liked the fact that this button was located 
towards the top of the page, compared to the first article where the 
button was at the bottom of the page....”

Too many access option are confusing

“I didn't like the fact that there were actually 4 different 
purchase/export places that I could go to get the article; 
it felt unnecessary that there were so many options, and 
so many purchase buttons; it was a little overwhelming.  
“ 

“Now articles option, here i would just click on PDF to 
see if I can just download it that way. The confusing part 
is there is also Log in through your institution if there I 
can just get with with PDF  “



Quotes(2 of 2)

Free access is a key factor in decision making

I'll scroll through to see what's available, I would "Log in through..." then I 
would look at clicking Export, then if I don't have access through 
institution I would click purchase…”

“ see that I can purchase it, but I wouldn't want to do that if I didn't have 
to, so I would either click export or see if I could log in through my 
institution. “

Purchase, PDF, Export, Download has ambiguity of free or 
paid

“Notice Log in... aslo there are view... options. I don't know why there is 
purchasing if there is a pdf. Also there are options on the right. I would 
click pdf or pdf with links. Not sure what Log in section is for if I can read 
anything I want. A little confusing because there is no payment 
information by "view...."

“Again, there is a "purchase" link, but there are also PDF, HTML, etc, links 
above it that don't indicate any price. So I'm not sure what the purchase 
feature is for if it seems I can download the PDF for free. “

Users notices consistency of cue to access 
articles

“Icon looks similar to the previous task so I assume it 
would be the same. “

“Since the same thing is on this site as well, I can now 
assume that the log in through your institution is the 
correct way to get this document.”



Conclusion
Number of different access options, their hierarchy, and location have bigger significance on user success than specific button text. That 
said, users very quickly start looking for the same access option across different providers. Based on this study, we would recommend:

● Use visual hierarchy to present different access options and have a single call to action to access the article, so users quickly tell 
what to follow.

● Place the main option to access the article above the fold, so users don’t have to scroll
● Use consistent button text, so users can learn the pattern and quickly recognize it on another providers’ sites



Evaluate overall experience, 
institutional access cue, 
discovery/search page, 
remembered institution 



Key 
Findings 
(academic 

users)

• Overall experience is successful; majority of academia participants are 
ranking experience easy or very easy.

• People understand the process and have expectation to get to the full 
text in the same manner when working with different articles.

• Preview page with minimum access options and institutional cue (button 
with icon) visible above the fold provides smoother experience than other 
options with more choices.

• People start to look for institutional cue after the 1st try.
• Access through institution text works; some people read 1,2,3 steps under 

it.
• People understand to search for institution; there is no hesitation what to 

search for. When searching for institution people associate more with 
institution than with email. People search for full institution name, 
abbreviation or keyword.

• People found remembered institution beneficial
• Footer information might not be needed; people don’t hesitate when 

searching for institution and understand the process.
• Consistency beyond access would improve experience.

Once people authenticate there are inconsistencies in the paths to get to 
full text. It creates challenges for faculty to create instructions.

• Open Athens, Shibboleth - not everyone knows terminology, institution 
can provide potential benefit because people know it.



Key 
Findings 

(corporate 
users)

• People are very used to current workflows. They are preconditioned to what to 
expect, what to click or not to click. Some don’t click Access Through option 
assuming that the option indicates no access. When seeing a Purchase option, 
one user made an assumption there is no other option but to go through 
standard ordering procedure (Elsevier “Purchase PDF”).

• Some users know what their institutions subscribes to and would not follow 
the path to the article from provider their institution doesn’t subscribe to.

• Most people want to see full text without extra steps. In a lot of cases that is 
what they are used to.

• People have very specific procedures for doing comprehensive literature 
search. Google Scholar used sometimes for quick and dirty search only. Google 
Scholar is used less than by academia.

• Just like with academic users, PDF and download links draws users attention 
first; most would try PDF first and if it doesn’t work try other options. 

• Just like with academic users, Access Through option with clear secondary 
options (purchase, login) displayed above the fold is more effective

• When asked to authenticate, people assume that have to use computer 
credentials.

• Some have security concerns about unfamiliar process and authentication.



Methodology

The study included 
moderated sessions (in 
person interviews, online 
interviews) and unmoderated 
sessions (usertesting.com).

Participants were asked to 
think out loud during the task, 
and are asked to talk about 
their experiences afterwards.

Research 
Methodology

25 Academic participants (19 students, 6 researchers and 
librarians). Participants were from Germany, U.S., Mexico, 
Philippines, UK, and China

Participants were asked to think out loud during the task, and 
are asked to talk about their experiences afterwards.

Sessions included moderated sessions (in person interviews, 
online interviews) and unmoderated sessions (usertesting.com).

Each session took about 30 minutes.

Participants were asked to retrieve the full text to three (2 for 
corporate users) articles (ProQuest, Elsevier, and ACS) starting 
from Google Scholar.

Participants verbalized their thoughts as they were completing 
the task. This was captured in recordings on UserTesting. Their 
answer to an explicit question on why they made the selection 
was also collected.

Participants verbalized their thoughts as they were completing 
the task. 

Objective

The purpose of this study is 
to test effectiveness of the 
overall experience



Prototype (1 of 2)



Prototype (2 of 2)



Quotes (1 of 2)

Access this article widget for corporate users is questionable
"I know what we subscribe to and what we don't subscribe to. We don't 
subscribe to ProQuest. I know I will not be able to get it. We are 
preconditioned how to work. I didn't expect this button to work"
“ I want the article immediately on my screen, I don't want any noise.”
"It (authentication) should happen automatically."
 “I do not recognize this icon, so I would not follow it.”

Access button location matters

“I wish that button was at the top“
“I didn't even notice that on the screen. You scroll down and then Ok you 
can login into something. For the 1st one (ProQuest), it's very obvious, but 
for this one you have to scroll down.”
“I thought it was easy and straightforward, but a little harder to notice 
since you had to scroll down...“

Other full text options on the page can distract
“Export made it look like it was exportable without having to log in”
“I see that there is PDF so I would just click pdf and see if it would 
download”

Access this article widget is effective for 
academic users

“Clear where to go and login process is really good, 
worked right away”
“I understand how to click through everything since I did 
the first task.”
“It's an easy click, and a striking button to press”
“It was pretty easy to see the blue access w/ institution 
button--it wasn't hidden at the way bottom of the page 
or anything--it was intuitive and obvious.”
“I know to search for the Access….”



Quotes (2 of 2)
Authentication for corporate users

“ I am a picky with compliance about access. I am not sure I would be 
doing it, not sure I would be putting my company credentials for my 
company.”

Open Athens, Shibboleth - not everyone knows terminology, 
institution can provide potential benefit because people know 
it

“I teach a lot of distance student and all of the materials are online so 
much of my job is to get students access, they find it some confusing 
where to go, which kind logon is needed (Athens, Open Athens, 
Shibboleth)...
We use online reading list, they would click on initial link and then a long 
path, doi for some, for some clicking on article name. It’s inconsistent, 
hard to give instructions, lots of clicks. Have to click on everything before 
you find it. It's supposed to be quicker….
There is no one way to do it, hard to provide instructions… They would 
send us screenshots to show how far they get….”

Remembered institution across providers is 
beneficial

“I didn't like the fact that there were actually 4 different 
purchase/export places that I could go to get the article; 
it felt unnecessary that there were so many options, and 
so many purchase buttons; it was a little overwhelming.  
“ 

“Now articles option, here i would just click on PDF to 
see if I can just download it that way. The confusing part 
is there is also Log in through your institution if there I 
can just get with with PDF  “



Conclusion
When Access through institution is placed in a intuitively organized preview page (discussed below) it can be very effective for academic 
users. 

Intuitively organized preview page

● Articles access options are located together in hierarchical manner
● Access options are visible above the fold
● Access through institution option is consistent across providers (the same text and icon)

Further testing is needed to evaluate usability of the solution for the corporate users. Preliminary results show that corporate users are 
pre-conditioned to use existing workflows. They may hesitate to click Access through institution button because it may indicate No Access 
to them. Some may also have security concerns about clicking something unfamiliar. Corporate training might be needed to establish 
trust for this solution.



Evaluate user preference for 
checking access: Institution Name 

vs. Institution Email



Key Insights Corporate users

• 33% preferred institution name

• 18% neutral

• 49% preferred institution email

• Institution Email

– Privacy concerns around using email address that will need to 
be managed

– Perceived individual information is collected

• Institution Name

– Confusion around variety of names for institution. Which of 
the various names from my company should I use?

Academic users

• 25 out of 26 participants thought entering institution name 
made sense when searching for their institution.



Research 
Methodology

45 PDR members participated in the Chalkmark test (Sept 2017): 
40% Roche, 29% BASF, 14% abbvie, 11% Novartis, 7% gsk.  

26 academic researchers participated in both unmoderated test 
via UserTesting.com and moderated test (19) at the ACS National 
Meeting (7).

PDR members were asked explicitly: which method would you 
prefer for checking access and were giving a scale of 1-5 where 1 is 
strongly prefer Institution name and 5 is strongly prefer institution 
email. 

Academic researchers were not asked explicitly but were watched 
as they navigate through the prototype, both moderated and 
unmoderated. The were asked afterwards why they entered 
institution name or email.

Objective

The purpose of this 

study is to evaluate 

users’ preference for 

checking access: search 

by institution name or 

by institution email.

Methodology

The study was both 

unmoderated and moderated. 

Unmoderated sessions were  

conducted via Chalkmark or 

UserTesting.com. Moderated 

sessions were conducted at the 

Spring 2018 ACS National 

Meeting in New Orleans. Users 

were presented with the 

discovery page and were asked 

which method they prefer for 

checking access.



Corporate 
Participants

• 33% preferred institution name

• 18% neutral

• 49% preferred institution email



Comments for Institutional Email 
Users shared pros, cons and concerns of using institutional email.

Pros
• Consistent (8)

• Email address is the same company-wide
• Easy to remember

•More personal (3)

• Personalization (2)
• Set up alerts, saved searches
• Recommend personal content

• Shorter (2)

•Unique (4)

Cons
• Privacy and Confidentiality (5)

• Problems with data privacy and protection 
• Metrics on individual level are possible

•Have to remember password (1)

Concerns
•How secure is it? (1)

“An institutional eMail is from my point of view more easy to 
recognize and clearly defined. Other systems (e.g. Microsoft 
SharePoint etc. use the same to give access to the company portal).”



Pros

• Simpler (4)

• Privacy (2)

– More anonymous 

• Shorter than email address (8)

Comments for Institution Name 

Cons
• Various names representing the same 

institution* (10) 
• Vary by affiliate
• Different legal names in different countries
• Not standardized

• Hard to remember (2)
• Changes frequently
• Not well-defined

Users shared the pros and cons of using institutional name.

“Using the Institution name allows you to 
stay more anonymous as individual user. 
User BASF1245  is not as easy to track back 
as name@basf.com combined with your 
profile from LinkedIn, Xing, conference 
reports, patent or literature publications 
might lead to confidentiality issues.”

“I would Not use the Institution Name. What is it? F. 
Hoffmann-La Roche AG / F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd 
/Genentech/ Roche Diagnostics... Would all these names be 
recognized?”



Academic 
Participants

Once the participants found the CTA from the article 
pages 1,they did not spend much time on 2, Find Your 
Institution (i.e., none of the participants read the “How 
It Works” footer or the fine print above and below the 
search box). All found it logical to type in their 
institution name first when searching for their 
institution, then log in with their institution email at 
the institution authentication page. All expects that 
after authentication, they will go back to where they 
were and now have the permission/access to download 
the PDF.

The following are the explanations from participants as to why they entered their institution 
name:

• I associate access with my institution. I don’t associate myself having the access 
individually. The relationship is with my institution, not me as an individual.

• I have experience doing this elsewhere—I look for the institution name first, then I go to my 
university website to enter my email and password.

• It asked for institution first.

• If it said “Enter Your Institution Email”, then I will enter email. 

Implications: 

Some institutions have subsidiary names depending on the school, degree, etc. How will the 
users know which one is the right choice? This came up in the PDR Chalkmark survey with 
industry too.  What is the size of this risk?

N= 26



Evaluation of the RA21 
recommended user experience

(Version 2 Prototype)



Key Insights
• General

– Consistent with prior user research, poor past failed 
experience with access prevented participants from 
clicking “Access Through Your Institution”.

– Also consistent with prior user research, participants 
were looking for “PDF” or “Download”. It was unclear 
what “Access” will give the participants.

– Few participants pointed out, the advantage with 
starting their search from the library website is that in 
going forward, they know they will have access to all 
full text. Starting with RA21 doesn’t guarantee full text 
access.

• Discovery Page 

– The assumption made by the participants when their 
institution appears on the Discovery Page is that their 
university has subscription (and that’s why it showed 
up) and they will have access to the full text once they 
authenticate.



Research 
Methodology

Total of 12 participants ( 7 remote, 5 in person). 
Participants were 42% male : 58% female and 50% 
Undergraduate students, 42% graduate students and 8% 
Industry transitioning to Academic Professor. The scope 
was limited to participants in the U.S. with home 
institutions participating in eduGAIN interfederation.

Participants were given a scenario where they imagine 
they are off campus and start their search on Google 
about supramolecular block copolymers. They got three 
interesting results where they want to get the full text. 
We asked them to verbalize their thoughts and observed 
what they did next to get to the full text. After 
completing all three publisher pages, participants were 
asked explicitly about their overall experience.

Objective

The purpose of this 

study is to validate the 

RA21 recommended 

user experience 

practice using a live 

prototype.

Methodology

The study was moderated both 

remotely and in person. Remote 

sessions were  conducted via 

Validately. In person sessions were 

conducted at American University on 

Thursday, 23 May 2019. Users were 

presented with a live prototype 

starting with a Google search result 

that included three different 

publishers: ACS Publications, RSC, 

and T&F. The placement, grouping, 

and hierarchy of “Access through 

your institution” button followed the 

RA21 recommended practice. The 

order of the three publishers were 

randomized for each participants. 



Mocked-up versions of actual 
publisher journal pages 

ACS Publications Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) Taylor & Francis (T&F) 

visible on screen



Discovery Page 



Observations 
and 

Recommendations

● Journal Page 

– One user seemed to prefer Access button to be 
displayed together with abstract.

“section on the right [for RSC] looks more separated 
from the document” so she didn’t look into that section 
right away.

● Discovery Page 

– One user’s eyes were drawn to the boxes on the header 
and footer elements (see slide 66). Eye tracking would 
be a better evaluation to see if this is a pattern.

– In some cases, users type out their full institution 
names, not partial names or abbreviations. Therefore, 
search algorithm needs to account for 100% match and 
display results.


